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Unit 5.1: Microeconomics

Demand 

Markets and Competition

The terms supply and demand refer to the behavior of people 

as they interact with one another in markets.  A market is a 

group of buyers and sellers of a particular good or service.  

The buyers as a group determine the demand for the product, 

and the sellers as a group determine the supply of the product.

Competitive markets

Markets take many forms.  Some markets are highly organized, 

such as the market for agricultural commodities.  In these 

markets, buyers and sellers meet at a specific time and place, 

where an auctioneer helps set prices and arrange sales.

More often, markets are less organized.  For example consider 

the market for ice cream in a particular town.  Buyers of ice 

cream do not meet together at any one time.  The sellers of ice 

cream are in different locations and offer somewhat different 

products.  Each seller posts a price for a cone and each buyer 

decides how much to buy.
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Even though it is not organized, each group of ice cream 

buyers and ice cream sellers forms a market.  Each buyer 

knows that there are several sellers from which to choose, 

and each seller is aware that his product is similar to that 

offered by other sellers. The price of ice cream and the 

quantity of ice cream sold are not determined by any single 

buyer or seller.  Rather, price and quantity are determined by 

all buyers and sellers as they interact in the market place.

The market for ice cream, like most markets in the economy, 

is highly competitive.  A competitive market is a market in 

which there are many buyers and many sellers so that each 

has a small impact on the market price.  Each seller of ice 

cream has little control over the price because other sellers 

are offering similar products.   A seller has little reason to 

charge less than the going price and if he or she charges 

more, buyers will make their purchases elsewhere.  

Similarly, no single buyer of ice cream can influence the 

price of ice cream because each buyer purchases only a 

small amount.

Competition: Perfect and Otherwise

 

We assume for now that all markets are completely 

competitive.  Perfectly competitive markets are defined 

by two primary characteristics: (1) the goods being offered 

for sale are all the same, and (2) the buyers and sellers are 

so numerous that no single buyer or seller can influence the 

market price.  Because buyers and sellers in perfectly 

competitive markets must accept the price the market 

determines, they are said to be price takers.

There are some markets in which the assumption of perfect 

competition applies perfectly.  In the wheat market, 

for example, there are thousands of farmers who sell wheat 

and millions of consumers who use wheat and wheat products. 

The markets for many goods and services, however, are not 

perfectly competitive.  Some markets have only one seller, 

and this seller sets the price.  Such a seller is called a 

monopoly.  In the 1990's, the local cable television company 

was a monopoly.  Residents of your town could only have 

one cable provider from which to buy this service.

Some markets have only a few sellers, and these sellers do not 

always compete aggressively.  This kind of market is called an 

oligopoly.  For example some airline routes are oligopolies.  

If a route between two cities is only services by two or three 

carriers, the carriers will likely try to avoid rigorous competition 

in order to keep prices high.

Some markets contain many sellers offering slightly different 

products.  Because the products are not the same, each seller 

has some ability to set the price for its own product.  Such a 

market is called monopolistically competitive.  An example 

is the software industry.  Many wordprocessing programs 

compete with one another for users, but every product is different 

from every other and has its own price.

Type of Market Price Buyers/Sellers Example

Copy the table below into your notes and fill in appropriately.
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Demand

  

We will begin by examining the behavior of buyers.  That means 

we will consider what determines the quantity demanded of any 

good, which is the amount of the good that buyers are willing to 

purchase.

The Determinants of Individual Demands

Consider your own demand for ice cream.  How would you 

decide how much ice cream to buy each month, and what 

factors affect your decisions?

1.  Price:  If the price of ice cream rose to $20 per scoop, 

you would buy less ice cream.  You might buy frozen yogurt 

instead.  If the price of ice cream fell to $0.20 per scoop, you 

would buy more.  Because the quantity demanded falls as the 

price rises and rises as the price falls, we say that the quantity 

demanded is negatively related to the price.  This relationship 

between price and quantity demanded is true for most goods 

in the economy, and in fact, is so pervasive that economists 

call it the law of demand: Other things equal, when the price 

of a good rises, the quantity demanded of the good falls.

2.  Income:  What would happen to your demand for ice cream if 

you lost your job one summer?  Most likely it would fall.  A lower 

income means that you have less to spend in total, so you would 

have to spend less on some – and probably most – goods.  If the 

demand for a good falls when income falls, the good is called a 

normal good.

Not all goods are normal goods.  If the demand for a good rises 

when income falls, the good is called an inferior good.  An example 

of an inferior good might be Kraft Dinner.  As your income falls, 

you are less likely to eat meat and potatoes and more likely to eat KD.

3.  Prices of Related Goods:  

Suppose that the price of frozen yogurt falls.  The law of 

demand says that you will buy more frozen yogurt.  At the same 

time, you will probably buy less ice cream.  Because ice cream 

and frozen yogurt are both cold, sweet, creamy desserts, they 

satisfy similar desires.  When the fall in the price of one good 

reduces the demand for another good, the two goods are called 

substitutes.  Other pairs of substitutes are hot dogs and 

hamburgers, sweaters and sweatshirts, movie tickets and 

video rentals, PS3 and Wii, etc.

Now suppose that the price of hot fudge falls.  According to the 

law of demand, you will buy more hot fudge. Yet, in this case, 

you will buy more ice cream as well, since ice cream and hot fudge 

are often used together.  When the fall in the price of one good 

raises the demand for another good, the two goods are called 

complements.  Other pairs of complements include gasoline 

and automobiles, computers and software, and skis and skilift 

tickets.

4. Tastes

The most obvious determinant of your demand is your tastes.  If 

you like ice cream, you buy more of it.  Economists normally do 

not try to explain people’s tastes because they are based on 

historical and psychological forces that are beyond the realm of 

economics.  Economists do however, examine what happens when

 tastes change.
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5. Expectations

Your expectations about the future may affect your demand for a 

good or service today.  For example, if you expect to earn a higher 

income next month, you may be more willing to spend some of 

your current savings buying ice cream.  As another example, if you 

expect the price of ice cream to fall tomorrow, you may be less 

willing to buy an icecream cone at today’s price.  
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Supply and Demand

		A competitive market is a market in which there are 



many buyers and sellers…

…of the same good or service

		The supply and demand model is a model of how a competitive market works

		There are 5 key elements in this model:



The demand curve

The supply curve

The set of factors that cause the demand curve to shift, and the set of factors that cause the supply curve to shift

The equilibrium price

The way the equilibrium price changes when the supply and demand curves shift 
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A demand schedule shows how much of a good or service consumers will want to buy at different prices

Demand Schedule for Tickets





	Demand Schedule

		Price 
($ per ticket)		    Quantity demanded (tickets)

		350		     5,000

		300		     6,000

		250		     8,000

		200		     11,000

		150		     15,000

		100		     20,000



















Teaching hint to the instructor:

Asking the students about their willingness to pay and how it changes with price always catches their attention.

For example, the “tickets” mentioned in the slide above can be baseball tickets, basketball tickets, ballet tickets, movie tickets or plane tickets to Bermuda. Different students will have different willingness to pay, and it will also change with price.
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Exercise 1:

Select a good or service that you frequently purchase and come up with your own demand schedule indicating your willingness to pay at different prices.



What happens to your quantity demanded as price increases?



This could be a 5 minutes in-class exercise. After 5 minutes, the instructor can randomly select students and ask them about their demand schedule.
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A demand curve is the graphical representation of the demand schedule; it shows how much of a good or service consumers want to buy at any given price.



Teaching Hint:

It could be a good idea to remind students the definition of “slope”.

They should understand that the basic demand curve for a normal good is “downward sloping” and also the intuition of its slope. More will be revealed at slide 7.

Alternatively, the instructor could delay and explanation about the slope until slide 7 and then go more into the details of the” downward slope”, its intuition, exceptions, etc… 
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The quantity demanded is the actual amount consumers want to buy at some specific price.

		 If the scalpers are charging $250 per ticket,



8,000 tickets will be purchased





8,000

		 That is, 8,000 is the quantity demanded at a price of $250 





Hint to the instructor:

It is important to emphasize early in the chapter that there is a difference between “demand” and “quantity demanded”. It pays off to repeat this many times during this chapter. There might be still some students who confuse them (or use them interchangeably), but repetition usually minimizes their number.
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The law of demand says that a higher price for a good, other things equal, leads people to demand a smaller quantity of the good

		 If the price drops to $100,





20,000 fans want to buy tickets





		 At $250, only 8,000 tickets are demanded



		 The law of demand  points to the inverse relationship between price and the quantity demanded.



		Note that the demand curve slopes downward



		This reflects the general proposition that a higher price reduces the number of people willing to buy a good





In the real world demand curves almost always, with some very specific exceptions, do slope downwards. The exception are goods that are referred to as “Giffen goods”, but economists think that these are so rare that for practical purposes we can ignore them. Generally, the proposition that a higher price for a good, other things equal, leads people to demand a smaller quantity of that good is so reliable that economists are willing to call it a “law”, the law of demand.



Suggestion to the instructor:

This could be a good place to introduce the famous term “Ceteris Paribus” – which means other things equal in Latin. Students may stumble upon this term in articles or in other textbooks. So, making them familiar with “Ceteris Paribus” might help them later. Also, some students find this term useful to show off their “econ knowledge” to their friends who didn’t take any economics courses and of course to their parents.
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Exercise 2:

Using your demand schedule from Exercise 1, draw the demand curve for the good or service you selected.



Does your demand curve obey the “law of demand?”



This is a simple and straight forward exercise.
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		Announcement of Gretzky’s retirement generates an increase in demand, an increase in the quantity demanded at any given price.



		The increase in demand shifts the demand curve to the right. 



		 This event is represented by the two demand schedules: 

		 Demand before the announcement

		 Demand after the announcement 



Shifts of the Demand Curve

A change in the quantity demanded at any given price, represented by the replacement of the original demand curve with a new demand curve. 

Gretzky is retiring!!!
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		 From point A to point B: increase in quantity demanded reflects a movement along the demand curve



		It is the result of a fall in the price of the good



		From point A to point C: increase in quantity demanded reflects a shift of the demand curve



		It is the result of an increase in the quantity demanded at any given price



“Movement Along” vs. “Shift” of the Demand Curve

A movement along the demand curve is a change in the quantity demanded of a good that is the result of a change in that good’s price. 
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Exercise 3:

The price of a can of Coke has increased from $1 to $3. Does this cause a movement along or a shift of the demand curve for Coke? Why?



New scientific research has proven that Coke drinkers live on average 5 years longer. Does this finding cause a movement along or a shift of the demand curve for Coke? Why?
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Shifts of the Demand Curve (continued)

		 An “increase in demand”, means a rightward shift of the demand curve 

		At any given price, consumers demand a larger quantity than before (D1 D2)



		 A decrease in demand means a leftward shift of the demand curve

		At any given price, consumers demand a smaller quantity than before  (D1D3)
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What Causes a Demand Curve to Shift?

		Changes in the Prices of Related Goods



Substitutes: Two goods are substitutes if a fall in the price of one of the goods makes consumers less willing to buy the other good. Ex.: muffins and donuts 

Complements: Two goods are complements if a fall in the price of one good makes people more willing to buy the other good.  Ex: squash balls and squash racquets

		Changes in Income



Normal Goods: When a rise in income increases the demand for a good—the normal case—we say that the good is a normal good. 

Inferior Goods: When a rise in income decreases the demand for a good, it is an inferior good. Ex: instant noodles

		Changes in Tastes

		Changes in Population

		Changes in Expectations
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Exercise 4:

What would be the effect of a sharp increase in the price of squash balls on the demand for squash racquets? Why?

What would be the effect of a sharp increase in the price of Pepsi on the demand for Coke? Why?

As Larissa’s income goes up, she buys less instant noodles. What kind of a good is instant noodles for Larissa?

Following David Beckham and Sting, more men start to follow the fashion of wearing skirts. What would the effect of this change in tastes be on the demand for skirts?

Scientists announce that there will be no fish left in the oceans in 5 years. What would be the effect of this announcement be on demand for sushi? 



Teaching Aid:

These are some quick questions that could be asked during the lecture.
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A supply schedule shows how much of a good or service would be supplied at different prices 

Supply Schedule for Tickets





	Supply Schedule

		Price 
($ per ticket)		    Quantity supplied (tickets)

		350		     8,800

		300		     8,500

		250		     8,000

		200		     7,000

		150		     5,000

		100		     2,000
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Just as demand curves normally slope downwards, supply curves normally slope upwards

The higher the price being offered, the more people will be willing to part with their hockey tickets…

…or for that matter, the more of any good they will be willing to sell

A supply curve shows graphically how much of a good or service people are willing to sell at any given price. 
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Shifts of the Supply Curve

A shift of the supply curve is a change in the quantity supplied of a good at any given price. 

Gretzky is retiring!!!

		Announcement of Gretzky’s retirement generates a decrease in supply, a decrease in the quantity supplied at any given price



		The decrease in supply shifts the supply curve to the left 
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“Movement Along” vs. “Shift” of the Supply Curve

A movement along the supply curve is a change in the quantity supplied of a good that is the result of a change in that good’s price

		From point A to point B: the decrease in quantity supplied reflects a movement along the supply curve





		It is the result of a fall in the price of the good



		From point A to point C: the decrease in quantity supplied reflects a shift of the supply curve





		 It is the result of a decrease in the quantity supplied at any given price
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Shifts of the Supply Curve (continued)

		At any given price, there is an increase in the quantity supplied. (S1 S2)

		 Any “increase in supply” means a rightward shift of the supply curve



		Any “decrease in supply” means a leftward shift of the supply curve

		At any given price, there is a decrease in the quantity supplied (S1 S3)



The principal factors that shift the supply curve:

		changes in the price of an input 

		changes in technology 

		changes in expectations
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What Causes a Supply Curve to Shift?

		Changes in Input Prices



An input is a good that is used to produce another good. 

		Changes in Technology

		Changes in Income

		Changes in the Number of Suppliers

		Changes in Expectations
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Supply, Demand, and Equilibrium

		Equilibrium in a competitive market: when the quantity demanded of a good equals the quantity supplied of that good





		The price at which this takes place is the equilibrium price (a.k.a market-clearing price): 



Every buyer finds a seller and vice versa



		The quantity of the good bought and sold at that price is the equilibrium quantity







Hint to the instructor:

It could be useful to go over the “Pitfall: Bought and Sold?” at this point of the lecture:



PITFALLS: BOUGHT AND SOLD? 

   We have been talking about the price at which a good is bought and sold, as if the two were the same. But shouldn’t we make a distinction between the price received by sellers and that paid by buyers? In principle, yes; but it is helpful at this point to sacrifice a bit of realism in the interests of simplicity - by assuming away the difference between the prices received by sellers and those paid by buyers. In reality, people who sell hockey tickets to scalpers, while they sometimes receive high prices, generally receive less than those who eventually buy these tickets will pay. No mystery there: that difference is how a scalper, or for that matter any “middleman” - someone who brings buyers and sellers together -  makes a living. In many markets, 
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Finding the Equilibrium Price and Quantity





		Let’s put the supply curve and the demand curve for that market on the same diagram



		Market equilibrium occurs at point E, where the supply curve and the demand curve intersect  



		In equilibrium the quantity demanded is equal to the quantity supplied 



		In this market the equilibrium price is $250 

		And the equilibrium quantity is 8,000 tickets





Hint to the instructor:

At this point, I highly recommend to use Aplia’s interactive experiment on market equilibrium. Students simply love it.

I usually schedule it for the evening of the day I cover market equilibrium in the class. It makes the intuition crystal clear for many students.
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Why Do All Sales and Purchases in a Market Take Place at the Same Price?

		Suppose that a seller offered a potential buyer a price noticeably above what she knew other people to be paying

		The buyer would clearly be better off walking away from this particular seller and trying someone else—unless the seller was prepared to offer a better deal

		Conversely, a seller would not be willing to sell for significantly less than the amount he knew most buyers were paying; he would be better off waiting to get a more reasonable customer

		Thus in any well-established, ongoing market, all sellers receive and all buyers pay approximately the same price

		This is what we call the market price





This slide is hidden. The instructor can talk about the information on this slide without using it in the slide presentation, or she/he could decide to include it in the presentation. 
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		Let’s say the market price of $350 is above the equilibrium price of $250

		This creates a surplus

		This surplus will push the price down until it reaches the equilibrium price of $250 



Why Does the Market Price Fall if It Is Above the Equilibrium Price?

There is a surplus of a good when the quantity supplied exceeds the quantity demanded. Surpluses occur when the price is above its equilibrium level. 





The surplus: at $350 per ticket, suppliers would like to sell 8,800 tickets, but fans are willing to purchase only 5,000 tickets, a surplus of 3,800 tickets.
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Why Does the Market Price Rise if It Is Below the Equilibrium Price?

There is a shortage of a good when the quantity demanded exceeds the quantity supplied. Shortages occur when the price is below its equilibrium level.



		Let’s say the market price of $150 is below the equilibrium price of $250

		This creates a shortage

		This shortage will push the price up until it reaches the equilibrium price of $250





The shortage: fans want to buy 15,000 tickets, but only 5,000 are offered for sale, a shortage of 10,000 tickets 
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What happens when the demand curve shifts?

Changes in Supply and Demand

Coffee and tea are substitutes: If the price of tea rises (falls), the demand for coffee will increase (decrease). But how does the price of tea affect the market for coffee? 

The original equilibrium in the market for coffee is at E1, at the intersection of the supply curve S and the original demand curve D1

A rise in the price of tea, a substitute, shifts the demand curve rightward to its new position at D2

A shortage exists at the original price P1, so price rises and the quantity supplied increases, a movement along the supply curve 

A new equilibrium is reached at E2, with a higher equilibrium price P2 and a higher equilibrium quantity Q2

When demand for a good increases, the equilibrium price and the equilibrium quantity of the good both rise
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What happens when the supply curve shifts?

Changes in Supply and Demand (continued)

Technological innovation: In the early 1970s, engineers learned how to put microscopic electronic components onto a silicon chip; progress in the technique has allowed ever more components to be put on each chip. 

The original equilibrium in the market for silicon chips is at E1, at the intersection of the demand curve D and the original supply curve S1 

The shift: After a technological change increases the supply of silicon chips, the supply curve shifts right to its new position at S2 

A surplus exists at the original price P1, so price falls and the quantity demanded increases, a movement along the demand curve 

A new equilibrium is reached at E2, with a lower equilibrium price P2 and a higher equilibrium quantity Q2

When supply of a good increases, the equilibrium price of the good falls and the equilibrium quantity rises



Hint to the instructor:

It could be useful to go over the “Pitfall: Bought and Sold?” at this point of the lecture:



PITFALLS: WHICH CURVE IS IT, ANYWAY? 

    When the price of some good changes, in general we can say that this reflects a change in either supply or demand. But it is easy to get confused about which one.  A helpful clue is the direction of change in the quantity. If the quantity sold changes in the same direction as the price - for example, if both the price and the quantity rise - this suggests that the demand curve has shifted.  If the price and the quantity move in opposite directions, the likely cause is a shift in the supply curve. 
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	What happens when both the supply and demand curves shift simultaneously?

Simultaneous Shifts in Supply and Demand





There is a simultaneous rightward shift of the demand curve and leftward shift of the supply curve

The increase in demand is relatively larger than the decrease in supply, so the equilibrium price rises and the equilibrium quantity increases
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	What happens when both the supply and demand curves shift simultaneously? (another scenario)

Simultaneous Shifts in Supply and Demand





There is a simultaneous rightward shift of the demand curve and leftward shift of the supply curve. 

The decrease in supply is relatively larger than the increase in demand, so the equilibrium price rises and the equilibrium quantity decreases
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Simultaneous Shifts in Supply and Demand





We can make the following predictions about the outcome when the supply and demand curves shift simultaneously:

		Supply Increases		Supply Decreases

		Demand Increases		Price: ?
Quantity: up		Price: up
Quantity: ?

		Demand Decreases		Price: down
Quantity: ?		Price: ?
Quantity: down
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The “war on drugs” shifts the supply curve to the left

However, we can see by comparing the original equilibrium E1 with the new equilibrium E2 that the actual reduction in the quantity of drugs supplied is much smaller than the shift of the supply curve

The equilibrium price has risen from P1 to P2, and this induces suppliers to provide drugs despite the risks

Supply, Demand, and Controlled Substances

For Inquiring Minds
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The End of Chapter 3

Coming Attraction:

Chapter 4: 

The Market Strikes Back
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